STATEMENT ON DUES & FEES: Just as every collegiate chapter is different, so is
every chapter’s finances. As no two chapter situations are alike, how their respective
host institutions are responding may also be different.
Network Teams and our Headquarters professional staff team, specifically our Network
Specialists-Finance and/or Network Specialists-Development, will work with each
chapter and its advisers to determine if it is appropriate to prorate and/or refund dues
and fees. We cannot make a broad statement to include all chapters considering
each chapter has unique situations with event contracts and campus communities,
which may shut down versus going to online classes.
Should members still pay bills that are due in April, May and June (if applicable)?
•

Members should still pay their statements as previously scheduled, as these
funds will pay for programming that has already taken place or events that will be
rescheduled for the summer and/or fall semester.

We encourage chapters to consider the activities that have already been offered during
the academic term/quarter and be prepared to compile chapter specific information to
allow your Network Specialist-Finance and/or Network Specialist-Development to
properly guide you through these decisions.
STATEMENT ON ROOM, BOARD & DEVELOPMENT FEES: While we plan to keep
AOII owned and managed facilities open for campuses that move to virtual learning, we
realize it is possible that your facility may be required to close by your university. For
only those chapters with an AOII owned and managed facility, regardless of whether
your campus and facility closes, will we evaluate on an individual chapter basis if a
reduction in fees is possible. We are working with our local vendors to see if contracts
can be re-negotiated. We are also hopeful that local facility employees will not need to
be terminated as a result of these campus closures.

